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1 - Just the beginning

It was a really hot day. The sun was shining. The clouds drifting. Nothing would get in the way of this
perfect day....unless...

Sonic: *yawwwwwwn* Ahhh refreshing. WOW! Would you look at that! It stopped raining!

Apparently it had been raining at mobuis for a long time. As Sonic walked out the door sniffing the cold
breeze flowing in the air, someone called to him.

???: SOOONIIIIC! HEY SOOONIC!
Sonic: Huh? HEYYY! WHATS UP BUD?
Tails: SONIC GUESS WHAT!
Sonic: Yeah?
Tails: I just saw a UFO!!! HOW COOL IS THAT?!?
Sonic: Oh, yeah hehe thats cool aright...ugh...
Tails: Come on lets go lets GO!
Sonic: WOAH lil buddy, hold on there. WHERE are you going?
Tails: To see its crash site!
Sonic: IT CRASHED?!?
Tails: YEAH! I SAW IT CRASH IN MY BACKYARD! And...well...
Sonic: You were scared a bit? Fine come on lets go...

As they ran to the crash site, they heard a screech from nearby. As they ran to the spot of the noise they
found a little girl crying on the floor. Tears bawling out of her eyes, she sat there on her knees.

Sonic: Hey un... you alright?
little girl: *sniffle* No...I..I can't find my chao...WHAAAAAAAAAAHAHAHAAAAAAA!
Sonic: Hey kid don't cry. Whats this chao look like?
Little girl: Well *sniffle* he's small and yellow and looks like a bee...
Sonic: A...bee?
Little girl: *sniffle* yeah...
Sonic: Ok, Tails you stay here and comfort...eh..
Bubblegum: It's Bubblegum...
Sonic: ...Bubblegum..'k?
Tails: *grumble* fine...

After leaving Tails Sonic sets off to a short adventure "trying" to find a lost chao...as usual...

Sonic: -_- man this sucks... I'm off looking for yet ANOTHER lost chao and for what...A OHH thank you
so much mr blah blah BLAH! WHAT THE?
Chao: CHAO CHAOOOO!
Sonic: AHA THERE YOU ARE! COME HERE!!!!



Meanwhile...

Bubblegum: ...Bumblebee is a real rascal and a trouble maker at times. I hope I didn't get him into TOO
much trouble...
Tails: Aww Sonic's fine, he can handle ANYTHING

Sonic: AHHHH GET OFF MY FRIGGIN EAR YOU RETARDED CHAO!
Chao: *CRUNCH!!!*
Sonic: EEK...*in sqeaky voice* right below the belt! *howls in pain*
Chao: CHAO CHAOOOO! *acting macho*

Bubblegum: Yeah but my chao has a tendency to er BITE people in very uncomforting places...
Tails: Nah Sonic never gets hit there he'll be back in a flash.

Sonic: GAH THATS IT YOU CRETEN GET BACK HERE!
Chao: CHAO CHAO CHAO!

At amy's house...

Amy: Ahh what a BEAUTIFUL day to hang around my hubby-kans!
Sarah: Knock Knock,
Amy: GASP OMG YOUR BACK! ^u^

Well you may have never noticed but Sarah was gone for a year on vacation.

Sarah: Well what do ya think? Maybe Tails will like me and show it for once!
Amy: OMG Tails will definitly roll over and beg for you bff! Besides remember last summer what
happened?
Sarah: *giggles* Yeah I remember! I bet Tails does too!

*Pay attantion about last summer 'k?*

Sarah: Lets go find Tails and Sonic!
Amy: 'K!

Sonic after 3 straight hours of PAINFUL combat: *pant pant* I FINALLY GOTCHUUU... *weeze*
You...re...tarded..chaoooooo...
Chao: hrmph!
Sonic: Lets head back...

Tails: Its been 3 solid hours were is heeee....s-s-sarah???
Sarah: HI TAILSY-POO! DIDYA MISS ME???
Tails: Sarah I er wasn't expecting you to come back today...*blushes*
Sonic: HERES YOUR CHAO!!!
Bubblegum: BUMBLEBEE! Did you have fun? I hope you aren't hurt *kisses chao's head* My poor
sweetie! *goes rambling on*
Bumblebee: Chao! *smirks evily at Sonic but looks sad at Bubblegum*



Sonic: Stupid demin chao...

*CRUNCH*
Sonic: AHHHHH! MY-



2 - LOLness

after a long day of fighting, Tails and Sonic head up towards Sarah and Sally's house to see how things
were going.

Sonic: That was the most longest fight i have ever been in...Tails...are you listening? TAILS!

Tails: WHAT! Yeah yeah I was listening...

Sonic: What did I just say?

Tails: uhh...er...you said that...That THAT this was the longest flight you have ever been on...

Sonic: ...Tails...

Tails: ...yeah sonic?

Sonic: PUT ME DOWN!!!

Tails: sorry...

Sonic: Hey look over there!

Tails: What is it?

Sonic: It looks like a flying- DAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaauuuuuuuuuuuuuughhh...

Tails: Uh oh...

sonic: freaking....chao!

Bumblebee: CHAO! *crunch*

Sonic: GOD DANM-IT

Bubblegum: HEY! Bumblebee there you are! *holds chao* naughty NAUGHTY chao...say we meet again
don't we? How are you?

Sonic: (in a weak and sqeaky voice) ...fine...

Tails: er...GREAT!

Bubblegum: Good. Say guess what I found in bubblebee's stock pile of stuff! Lookie!



Sonic and Tails: A CHAOS EMERALD!!!

Bubblegum: yep =3

Sonic: Hand it over!

Bubblegum: NO WAY! IT'S OURS!

Bumblbee: CHAO CHAO! THPPPPPPPPPPP!

Sonic: WE NEED THOSE! YOUR IN DANGER WITH THAT!

Bubblegum: OH YEAH! Says who?

Eggman: SAYS ME!

Bubblegum: ......LOOK IT'S SANTA CLAUS! *huggles him*

Eggman: GET OFF!

*CRUNCH*
Eggman: GAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaahhh

Bubblegum: BUMBLEBEE!

And at that moment there was a HUGE crash. As everyone looked over they saw a dark fiqure stand up.
Who was it?

Bubblegum: LOOK ITS-
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